Dear Camp Family:

Today is Super Hero Day and I nominate all of our wonderful staff members to be honorary super heroes for their amazing work with campers! The specialists, counselors, and senior staff have all been doing an incredible job connecting with campers and supporting one another. They are patient, nurturing, creative, and listen so well. And today’s Staff Talent Show showed just how fun and talented they are, too. Thank you, Staff!!

Campers are learning to problem-solve, make great friends, and appreciate each other. In addition, daily noontime performances include budding singers, joke tellers and gymnasts. Campers are working hard at their swim lessons, sports and games, drama and art. Extended day often includes fanciful building projects and quiet read-alouds.

With just two more weeks of camp, we say goodbye to many campers today. And we look forward to our last group of incoming campers on Monday.

Our final week, August 15-19, is full of performances and the Art Show. We hope to see lots of family members at the shows— and former campers are welcome, too.

Stay cool this weekend!

Shabbat shalom,
- Betty Lehrman

---

### UPCOMING

- **Thursday, August 11, 4-7pm:** CIT & Upper Camp Late Night (grades 6 and up)
- **Friday, August 12:** Favorite Character Day with Juggler Bryson Lang
- **Wednesday-Friday, August 17-19:** Arts Festival! Performances at 12:30pm daily
- **Thursday, August 18:** High School Musical, 6pm
- **Friday Theme: Pajama Day**
- **Last day of camp—no extended day**
### ASHER
Counselors - Carmen, Sigal, & Eleanor
Bunk Asher has had a spectacular sixth week of camp! Yardana had fun in the Playspace during bunk time, while Jordan enjoyed doing all kinds of crafts in art. Stevie always looked forward to sports at the end of the day, and Sienna loved learning new songs in music. Throughout the week, Lucy and Esther looked forward to finding out which ice pop flavor they would get. Asher learned all sorts of fun animal facts during science, and both Noa and Ben perfected their swimming skills at the pool. Avigail and Lily loved eating lunch with their friends. Although we are sad to say goodbye to some Asher campers this week, we can’t wait to see what the final two weeks of camp will hold!

### DAN
Counselors - Michaela & Anacita
Bunk Dan has been having a great time at camp. Emma, May, and Nora were excited to move up in swim lessons and get new caps. In drama, Zev talked about his duck hat during show and tell. Harry looks forward to playing in the Gaga pit at sports. During art Naomi enjoyed making a bowl while Ellie likes to free draw. Charles liked finding an ant colony on our nature walk.

### ESTHER
Counselors - Ava, Iris & Alex E
Bunk Esther has had a blast these past two weeks. Noa and Louisa have started working on more complex bracelets. Asher, Jack, and Ilan made a grand performance at noontime. Kira, Aviv and Colby had a lot of fun playing gaga during sports. Shani has been having a blast at free swim. Jade and Gabe have been getting creative at art. Aviv and Nohar, and Freddy had a fun time playing tag during Drama.

### BENJAMIN
Counselors - Maya, Ellie & Tali
Camp this week has been a blast for bunk Benjamin. We have been doing so many great activities. Eliana, Aya, Emily, and Lyla loved going to art, while Samuel loves spending time in the playspace during bunk time. Elly liked going on a nature walk in science. Clara, Clarice, Simon, and Alma think free swim is the best, while Ayla thinks swim lessons in the indoor pool are even better. Gavi thinks sports is the best. It’s been a great two weeks and we’re excited for more fun to come!

### GAD
Counselors - Mariah, Shay & Kelly
This week bunk Gad has been having a great time. One of the highlights of the week was going to the upper fields during sports and playing in the sprinklers! Lucas and Henri Joy have been having so much fun playing during bunk time, and Fela looks forward to seeing what flavor ice pop she gets. Nora, Felix, Jake S., and Jake B. love swimming, and Liam thinks drama is great. Wolf can’t wait until he can play gaga, and Ava really enjoys learning new songs in music. Miley and Alexa’s favorite things this week were art and noontime performances, and Ben loves everything at camp!

---

**BUNK TIME FUN**

---

**SWIM LESSONS**

---

**EVERYTHING IN A PLACE?**
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## HANNAH

**Counselors - Ben, Anna & Katie**

It has been a SUPER week in bunk Hannah. Everyone is having a great time swimming in the outdoor pool, especially Ella and Aviv. Home runs were hit when Dean, Alon, and Ethan played baseball during sports. Shelly loved playing drama games, and Ophira and Leilani had fun doing projects in art. Adina was ecstatic to move up another level in swim. To cool off after each day, we have ice pops, which Shani and Kelsey especially enjoy.

## JOSEPH

**Counselors - Ziv, Yamit & Isa**

We’ve been having so much fun this week in Bunk Joseph! Playing during bunk time is when Noah, Ella, and Matilda had the most fun - and also when Ezra had a blast playing basketball with Ziv. Speaking of basketball, Jack has loved winning games in sports. Ayla and Rafi have been so creative writing songs in music, while Dena and Nicole have had fun splashing in the pool together. The art theme of the week is food, which Talia, Arielle, and Abby have enjoyed. And there was food in science, too - Tommy made some great Rice Krispy treats!

## JUDAH

**Counselors - Diana, Mariana & Robbie**

Bunk Judah had a great sixth week of camp! Arielle and Shir love Science with Jackie, Emma and Navian enjoy playing with friends new and old, and Alex’s favorite part of the day is snack. Emerson has a blast playing games in Drama while Noah and David S. take their dance moves to the stage at Noon-time! Coreena has fun at free swim, Ilana favors swimming lessons, and Talia, Ora, and David M. love swimming both indoors and outdoors. We can’t wait to see what next week brings!

## ISAACCHAR

**Counselors - Sydney, Audrey & Eugene**

We’ve been having so much fun in bunk Isaachar! Margaret really enjoyed working with clay during art class sculpting and painting turtles. Max thought it was great when he was able to design and build his own invention in science, while Mason and Ariana thought making rice krispie treats was the science highlight of the week! Maya E. and Maayan’s have been doing a great job in swim lessons in the indoor pool, and Meitar finds the ice pops are a great way to cool off at the end of the day. Lionel loves noontime performances and playing with friends during bunktime. Maya S. and Micah have been enjoying learning new songs in music and Adin thinks sports is the best!

## LEAH

**Counselors - Olivia, Eitan, & Shalev**

We can’t believe it’s already week 6!! We all had an exciting time in science last week when we tested our bottle rockets. Ellie, Delilah, Noa, and Sabina have really enjoyed being creative this week whether it be writing songs or creating new bunk cheers. Claire, Tsung-Yu, and Lily have loved getting imaginative in art with all of the many new projects! Carson, Max, and Nora had so much fun together making up games at bunk time. Ivy, Lily, and Teddy had a great time cooling off in the outdoor pool and in the sprinklers and Bella enjoyed going on a nature walk.
**Upper Camp News Week 6**

### Levi

- **Counselors - Isabella & Sara**
- This week was hot, but bunk Levi stayed cool! Many of our campers have enjoyed both indoor and outdoor activities such as theater, visual arts, boating, swimming, and more! Griffin enjoyed Science and Improv in the afternoons where he got to be creative and curious. Elia had fun in Cooking, learning new recipes, and Broadway Sings where she explored her creativity through music. Michael loves sports, while Ben loves the indoor pool, fields, and more! Our creative artists, Ariel, Eliana, Olivia, and Violet have been working super hard on their lines and songs! They also featured in some entertaining noontime performances. In the world of sports, Ben and Ari have been leading their teams in dodgeball and kickball, making great plays on the field. Our creative artists, Owen and Lisa, have continued to perfect their friendship bracelets along with more special creations like birdhouses and stuffed animals. "Zumba was definitely the popular favorite to wrap up each day, too." The hot weather has been a treat! We can't let anyone forget helping build the musical set, and everyone has been having a great time! **And camp is close to all our hearts!**

### Miriam

- **Counselors - Alex & Rebecca**
- This week was very eventful for bunk Miriam. Sydney L. has had fun making graphic novels in art, and Brooke loved working with clay and making pinch pots. Annabelle found a knack for making paper cranes, and Emma B. enjoyed making jewelry. Emma A. and Emma A. made yummy mud cups in cooking, and Levi made a fun video about camp in his video class. Rony has been working on learning the songs for High School Musical, and Sydney C. loved playing pillow polo in sports. **And camp is close to all our hearts!**

### Naphtali

- **Counselors - Eyal, Stephanie & Nez**
- Another week has zoomed by already, but bunk Naphtali has made the most of every minute! Zoe, Aaron, Eliana, Olivia, and Violet some of our star actors in the play, have been working super hard on their lines and songs! They also featured in some entertaining noontime performances. In the world of sports, Ben and Ari have been leading their teams in dodgeball and kickball, making great plays on the field. Our creative artists, Owen and Lisa, have continued to perfect their friendship bracelets along with more special creations like birdhouses and stuffed animals. Also, out on the river, Max and Mia absolutely loved splashing around during boating. Pool time has been the popular favorite to wrap up each day, too. The hot weather has been a treat! We’re super excited for another week full of fun activities, great friendships, and sharing the Kaleidoscope summer spirit!

### Rachel

- **Counselors - David & Elise**
- This week at camp, Rebecca D. has been loving rehearsals for High School Musical. Eli and Keila have been having a great time in tennis, while Jacob has been having a ball in basketball. Maddie has been sculpting in her clay class, and Ari has been playing capture the flag like there's no tomorrow. Emma loves sports, while Bea and Leah have been swimming like fish in the outdoor pool. Brady and Deren have been cooking yummy treats, Arina has been having fun singing with new friends, and Rebecca T. just can't choose one thing she's loved, so she chooses it all! Bunk Rachel has been having a blast, and we are excited to see what the rest of the summer brings!

### Reuben

- **Counselors - Marijke & James**
- Bunk Reuben's had an awesome time.
  - At camp this week- just read this rhyme!
  - Itai rocks at basketball
  - And Sho, Aleah, Sloane - they all coordinate our cheers at noon.
  - While Isaac practices his tunes, Eric flexes his arm wrestling,
  - Maya, Tessa practice swimming,
  - Jonah loves the indoor pool,
  - And David thinks all sports are cool.
  - Ruby crafts in visual arts -
  - And camp is close to all our hearts!

### Simeon

- **Counselors - Kat & Nick**
- Bunk Simeon has had tons of excitement this week! Trevor and Jacob's efforts in the musical have been everything but meek.

### Simon

- **Counselors - Kat & Nick**
- Gabby really enjoyed the theatre games we played, and Maria loved the awesome masks she made!

### Simeon

- **Counselors - Kat & Nick**
- Sam says Sing! has been really fun for him, and Gus enjoys free swim.

### Simeon

- **Counselors - Kat & Nick**
- Zumba was definitely Eliza's favorite thing to do, while Eric and their friends had a great time, too.

### Simeon

- **Counselors - Kat & Nick**
- Nora’s been busy in stagecraft helping build the musical set, and we can't let anyone forget -

### Simeon

- **Counselors - Kat & Nick**
- We've all missed Ruthie lots, let's all wish her well and keep her in our thoughts!
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